Get Your Trade Show on the Road

UPS TRADE SHOW SERVICES MEETS EXHIBITORS’ SHIPPING NEEDS
Show Time

So many variables, so little time. When you’re responsible for shipping everything from your exhibit to sales collateral to giveaways for an upcoming show, it’s a time-critical challenge. And you have to be able to ship displays anywhere, yet know how to navigate each venue and locale.

Everything needs to be on time, intact and easy to track, inbound and out. Because it’s not just a trade show on the line, it’s your reputation. You need a trusted trade show transportation provider who can do it all, so you don’t have to.

UPS has the trade show logistics expertise you want — shipping to the advance warehouse or directly to the show site, handling freight and small package, and moving smoothly from one show to the next. Our cost-effective network is global, yet our experienced local reps simplify shipping in all major trade show cities.

Count on UPS for the reliability, flexibility and visibility you need to get your trade show on the road.
Enjoy the confidence that comes with our dedicated, experienced trade show team that delivers more than 100,000 exhibits annually. UPS’s on-site reps know the ins and outs of each trade show city and venue, helping with the largest deliveries or the smallest details. And they’re backed by a global leader offering a broad range of package and freight transportation solutions.

- Deliveries are guaranteed on time or they’re free
- Pre-show planning makes for efficient delivery and departure
- Experience with local unions and contractors helps make sure your exhibit is ready to go at show time
- Toll-free access to specialists offers additional support
- Single-source shipping provider from packages to pallets
- Day- and time-definite air and LTL freight service options satisfy your exhibit needs

UPS can move practically any size shipment almost any place to meet your needs. Our portfolio of services — package, LTL, truckload, air and ocean freight, customs brokerage — helps you meet deadlines and budgets. Combine that with a single shipping system inbound and outbound, and you’re saving time and controlling costs.

- Single-system LTL and small package processing and pickup scheduling make it easy to manage
- Coordinated inbound and return procedures simplify round-trip shipping
- Urgent, standard and small package services fit most any need
- Organized package/freight pickups at the show keep costs in check and you on schedule
- Convenient The UPS Store® locations in major trade show cities allow for easy drop-off of exhibits, eliminating costly material handling fees from the show floor
- Comprehensive international and customs brokerage services provide flexible options to ship your exhibits around the globe

You want to focus on generating business, not tracking down deliveries. UPS dock-to-door, 24/7 visibility gives you more control from here to there. Proactive shipping notifications and delivery confirmations keep you and recipients informed and prepared for better time management.

- Convenient, complete transparency built into select shipping systems
- Receive or send status alerts by email or text
- Pickup Notifications for LTL send alerts when UPS Freight® drivers are dispatched, delayed and delivery is completed
- View and track shipments without tracking numbers
- Track anytime, anywhere via computer or mobile device

Visit ups.com/tradeshow for more information.

Need a quote? Contact UPS Trade Show Services at 1-800-988-9889.

*Based on standard LTL service. No-fee guarantee applies for shipments rated on current 560/525 tariff only. Customized rate shipments are eligible for a “fee-based” guaranteed service. Certain restrictions apply. See UPS Freight Tariff and Terms and Conditions at ltl.upsfreight.com, and any other applicable contract, for applicable terms, conditions and restrictions.
FULL RANGE OF SERVICES

Expedited
• Time-specific delivery by air and ground
• Expedited air and ground to and from shows

Standard
• Delivery from coast to coast or within the same city (two to five days, standard time)

Package
• On-site coordination of package and freight shipping

TIPS FOR SMOOTHER TRADE SHOW SHIPPING
• Remove all old shipping labels and affix new shipping labels
• Take advantage of our advance warehouse capabilities to eliminate tight delivery windows
• Include deliver-by date on bill of lading for advance warehouse shipments
• Include target (move-in) date on bill of lading if shipping directly to show site
• Include booth number and phone number on bill of lading and on freight and package labels

A COMPLETE PORTFOLIO OF SERVICES FROM THE CARRIER YOU KNOW AND TRUST

Freight services
• North American Ground and Air
• International Air, Ocean and Brokerage

Package services
• Ground
• Air
• International

Online resources
• 24/7 shipment tracking provides real-time visibility
• Electronic bills of lading streamline shipment processing

ups.com/tradeshow